10 Steps To
The
PERFECT Finish
Whether you are painting or staining, these tips are proven to help you get the perfect nish

Aileen Hogan of The Shabby School of HOW TO

10 Step Guide To The Perfect Paint Finish
When Re-ﬁnishing Furniture , regardless of the paint or stain you are using, you must give a professional
ﬁnish. This is the whole idea of upcycling. Making the piece look much better than it did before and giving it
a chance to have a new life with a new generation.
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All These Tips Are Covered In Our Beginners Course
on www.shabby.ie
1. The ﬁrst step is to prepare the wood for painting OR staining. Regardless of what some paint
manufacturers say, prep is VITAL and these tried and tester formulas are still in use today by professionals
simply because they WORK
2. Give your piece a good scuﬀ sanding. Whether its raw wood or pre-ﬁnished wood ( we go into detail on
this in our online course, the complete guide to restyling furniture ) a good scratch up with 2 grades of
sandpaper 150 and 180 will create lots of little scratches for the new paint to sink into.
3. Ensure you give the piece a good clean. I recommend a 50/50 mix of methylated spirits ( denatured
alcohol) and water in an old shower bottle. Use a scrubby sponge to clean and wipe with a dry cloth or
kitchen roll. This mix will not leave any residue that could bleed through you paint, as some other cleaners
can.
4. Raw wood should always be primed to seal. If your piece is mid century mahogany you may need to use
a shellac based primer to stop the tanins from the old stain bleeding though. If not, then a water based
primer/undercoat is the one to use. A thin coat of this will sink down into the scratches and create great
adhesion. It also gives you a dull ﬁnish, so if you are working on a pre ﬁnished piece that has a shiny ﬁnish,
this is extremely advantageous. Dulling the shiny surface allows you paint to adhere better.
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5. Now you have your piece ready to paint I advise applying your paint with a roller, a sprayer or a very good
quality brush to give THIN coats of paint. Thin coats of paint dry quicker, cure quicker and are far more
durable.

6. Use an In between Coats, Superﬁne sanding pad ( approx 220 ) to knock back any brush marks you may
have created. These pads are fabulous and will not take oﬀ the paint, but will soften any roughness. This
will ensure a lovely smooth ﬁnish to the touch!

7. Finish with a high performance top coat for an exceptionally professional ﬁnish. Applied with a sprayer or a
foam brush. These top coats come in different sheens and you can choose a ﬂat out ﬂat up to a gloss ﬁnish
depending on the look you wish to create.
8. Using the sanding pad in between the coats of top coat will knock back any grain raise and allow your
furniture to FEEL and good as it LOOKS. This is very important as it is the ﬁrst things customer do..run their
hands along the surface
9. Use products like rub n buff , gilding waxes and pearl effects to enhance areas of the piece. Mouldings to add
character and charm. All available on our website. We teach you all this in our online courses in furniture
restyling, as it really makes a difference to the way your ﬁnished piece looks.
10. Style your furniture and take photos for sale. Ensure you do not have any clutter in the backround to distract
the eye and get down to eye level when taking the photo. Well styled photos allow the customer to imagine the
piece in their own home. I have a detailed module on this in the Paint for Proﬁt Online Course. Available on
www.shabby.ie
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